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COMPANY OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION TO 
MMB ELECTRICAL

MMB Electrical Services provides premium  
custom solutions for a variety of project 
requirements across the commercial and industrial 
sectors. Services include design, manufacturing 
and installation provided by the completely in-
house engineering and design team. With a local 
workshop and on-site installers, MMB is able to 
deliver an exceptional quality with compressed 
lead times. It’s a service that is unmatched.

MMB Electrical Services is owned and operated by 
Michael Mclean, a highly qualified electrician with 
experience spanning decades. With a foundation 
built on professionalism, efficiency, and thoughtful 
customer service, MMB has established itself as a 
trusted provider. Since its inception 7 years ago, 
MMB has grown rapidly, earning a reputation for 
delivering top-tier craftsmanship and prioritising 
customer satisfaction.

When you’re seeking professional, personable 
and people-first electrical services, the answer 
is simple – choose MMB.
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CORE VALUES

Integrity
Honesty and respect are integral to 
MMB’s operations. Every step of the way, 
MMB builds trust with clients, suppliers, 
and employees through open and 
honest communication, maintaining a 
transparent supply chain and sourcing 
local materials where possible.  

High Quality 
Whether it be in the materials MMB 
sources, the techniques applied, the 
training completed or the tools and 
equipment that are used – MMB strives 
for excellence, executing projects with 
meticulous attention and finesse.

Cost Effective Solutions
MMB understands that projects need 
to meet a budget while not sacrificing 
quality. With a team that’s completely 
in-house, including the capabilities 
to manufacture switchboards, MMB 
provides the unique ability to deliver 
premium services at an affordable price. 

Reliable
When you entrust MMB with a project, 
you’ll know that it’ll get done, and get 
done well. Not only will the project be 
completed within your timeline, but it 
will be completed consistently with active 
communication and an organised and 
dependable approach that allows you to 
take a step back and focus on other tasks. 

KEY EXPERTISE

Switchboard Manufacturing

Electrical Contracting

BMS and Controls
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Team Safety
The MMB team are qualified electricians 
and engineers with Electrical Licenses 
issued from the Energy Safety Division 
of the Department of Mines, Industry 
Regulation and Safety, and relevant 
tertiary studies for engineering. Regular 
training is completed by the team 
at MMB to ensure each employee is 
confident and capable of upholding 
safety standards throughout all tasks.

Customer Service
Maintaining strong relationships is at 
the heart of MMB’s operations. From 
the initial consultation to the project 
management through to completion 
 – the client’s needs are prioritised.  
In fact, it’s this customer focus that  
keeps clients coming back to MMB  
for different services.

Innovation
MMB embraces innovation, staying  
at the forefront of technological 
advancements in the electrical  
industry. The team actively seeks out 
new techniques and technologies to 
provide cutting-edge solutions that 
enhance efficiency, sustainability, and 
performance for their clients.
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SWITCHBOARD 
MANUFACTURING

Switchboard manufacturing involves the design, assembly, and installation of electrical panels 
that serve as the central control hub for electrical power distribution in a building or facility. At 
MMB Electrical, our switchboard manufacturing process begins with a comprehensive analysis 
of the project’s electrical requirements, taking into account factors such as load capacity, safety 
regulations, and operational efficiency. We then design custom switchboards, incorporating 
high-quality components and state-of-the-art technologies to ensure optimal performance  
and reliability.

KEY EXPERTISE

Specialists in custom control panels 
and LV switchboards

Approved suppliers of Elsteel and 
Rittal modular enclosures

Qualified Electricians and Engineers Premium quality products

Complete in-house manufacturing Compressed lead times

Compliance and safety Industry standards

Excellent customer service Supporting documentation 
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LV Switchboards
MMB Electrical has an experienced team of 
electricians and builders to deliver your next 
Switchboard or MCC. With our fully integrated and 
experienced team, we offer the complete service 
under one roof. From supply chain management 
to completion of the product – MMB Electrical is 
able to deliver on tight frames and offer a reduced 
number of interfaces to the client. 

Custom Control Panels & Remote Operator Panels
MMB Electrical excels in the construction 
of various custom control panels, offering a 
comprehensive range of services. This includes  
the supply, programming, and installation 

of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) or 
Direct Digital Control (DDC) controllers, as well 
as installation-only options. We take pride in 
manufacturing all our custom control panels at  
our well-equipped workshop located in Perth, 
Western Australia.
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ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTING

Our team of skilled licensed electricians work closely with business owners and project 
managers within the commercial and industrial sectors to ensure the safe and efficient routing 
of electrical wiring. By adhering to industry standards and utilising advanced techniques, 
MMB Electrical delivers a seamless electrical system that exceeds the client’s expectations in 
performance, providing a reliable and comfortable environment for business operations.

KEY EXPERTISE

Personalised service Customer-focused

Timely and reliable 100% success rate meeting deadlines

Expertise and experience Compliance and safety

Energy efficiency and sustainability Local and reliable Perth team

NECA Association members Integrated services 

With over 20 years of experience in the construction and industrial sectors, MMB provides 
premium electrical contracting and engineering services for a wide range of projects. To begin 
your project, MMB will require the project’s specifications, layout shop drawings and equipment 
schedules if applicable. Tendering and direct enquiries will be quoted and once a project is 
awarded it then goes to MMB’s specialist design team to produce design documentation for 
approval. MMB’s integrated services allow for unique benefits such as meeting tight deadlines, 
flexibility to respond to last minute changes and the ability to provide a high-level project 
efficiently and professionally. To enquire about MMB’s electrical contracting and project 
management, contact the MMB team today.
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BMS &  
CONTROLS

Servicing the commercial and industrial mechanical services construction projects, MMB 
designs centralised control systems that allow for seamless monitoring and control of all 
building management systems (BMS), optimising energy usage, maintaining comfortable 
indoor environments, and enhancing overall operational efficiency. By leveraging advanced 
technologies and MMB’s expertise in BMS and Controls, the team delivers robust and user-
friendly solutions that empower clients to effectively manage and optimise their building’s 
performance. 

KEY EXPERTISE
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Custom solutions Build, supply and installation 

Reliable and efficient processes Integrated capabilities

Energy efficiency Premium quality

Ongoing support and maintenance Strong client focus

Extensive experience Friendly Perth team

MMB Electrical provides complete builds, upgrades of existing systems as well as installation 
and ongoing maintenance. A new BMS should be an essential consideration of any major 
building fit-out or plant upgrade. Systems older than 10 years would benefit from an upgrade or 
replacement. In order to commence your project, please get in touch with the MMB team with 
any layout shop drawings or equipment schedules if applicable.
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CLIENTS WE’VE WORKED WITH
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Owned and operated by Michael Mclean – a  
highly qualified electrician from Perth with 
experience spanning decades – MMB has built  
a reputation for quality, unbeatable customer 
service and expert craftsmanship. 

MMB Electrical is a people-first company where 
the client’s requirements are prioritised and 
expectations are met with professionalism, 
quality and efficiency. With over 20 years of 

experience servicing the construction and 
industrial industries, the qualified team at MMB 
provide a broad range of services to cater to all 
electrical needs. It’s this integrated approach that 
differentiates MMB from other Perth electrical 
contractors, providing specialised services 
seamlessly all under the one roof. 

If you’re seeking electrical services that are tailored 
to your project’s requirements, MMB Electrical is 
guaranteed to deliver, and then some. Talk to the 
team today to see how MMB can help you.

WHY CHOOSE MMB ELECTRICAL
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